ADMIN BY REQUEST
Privilege Management For The Masses

PRIVILEGE ELEVATION REQUESTS
A user will see the Admin By Request checkmark
icon in the system tray (Windows) or icon bar
(Mac). Depending upon how the portal is
configured a user is able to elevate with or
without approval.
With approval required, a portal administrator
must process the request as part of the
elevation workflow. Without approval required,
the user can self elevate and become a timelimited administrator with a full audit trail.

LEARNING DEPLOYMENT MODE
Learning mode records elevation activity without enforcing rights removal, an ideal technique for initial roll out/discovery phase. Once
application elevation activity is “learnt in” applications can easily be white or black listed. A report of all elevation activity is also easily
exportable for auditing purposes.
ASSET SEGMENTATION AND WORKFLOW DELEGATION
Within the portal you can group and filter assets per department in order to delegate request processing.
Admin By Request clients that require common settings (differing from global default settings) can be grouped into sub settings via the
portal. For example different departments could be set with different elevation request email recipients. The portal can be configured
with multiple admin accounts and the contents of which can be filtered to restrict a portal user so that they can only view the assets
relevant to them.
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OFFLINE COMPUTERS
Admin By Request works the same whether the computer is online or offline. Portal settings are cached on the client, when offline
elevation logs are stored locally on the client and synced with the portal when the client is next online.
If a user requires approval and their computer is offline then they have the ability to obtain a temporary PIN code by contacting an IT
administrator/ help desk with portal access where the codes are generated. Each PIN code is unique for each client and is valid for that
day only.
AUDIT & ASSET TRACKING
A powerful tracking, auditing and inventory solution is included as standard and requires absolutely no additional configuration to setup.
The inventory system provides a filterable view of all Admin By Request enabled computers, providing centralised reporting of Software,
Hardware, Administrators and Cloud Jobs (various exports to PDF, XLS, CSV, RTF):
Computer name, logged in user name, domain, OU, Computer type, Teamviewer ID System install date, hardware manufacturer, Model,
Serial Number FSH version CPU type, Speed, Disk Size, Disk Free, Disk Status, RAM Geographic location city, region and country (link to
Google maps) Operating System, Architecture and Service Pack / Build Public IP address, IP Hostname, Private IP, MAC address, network
speed Primary monitor resolution and number of monitors. In the software inventory section, you also get a breakdown of what has
been installed, version number, install date, size and architecture for each application running on that system.

PREVENTING ABUSE
Admin By Request has been developed with a suite of advanced anti tampering functionality. Once installed Admin By Request will be
the only means by which a user can gain privileged elevation. As a supplement to anti tampering, we also enable the presentation of a
customisable code of conduct message which can inform users of company policy and that their actions are being audited.

To download a free trial, more information or live chat visit us at http://www.adminbyrequest.com or contact
us with questions or for a quote at sales@fasttracksoftware.com
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